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 * Survey planning / Science verification projects

       Access to imaging data - SDSS areas and collaboration with PanStarrs

       For scheduling purposes it is desirable to have fields spaced every R.A. ~ 1h 

       We have access to imaging data, e.g. 200 sq. deg. around M31 (r & i band principally but also g, V and

near-IR). Magnitude limit g~26, interesting targets in the range 16 to 20 mag. Also near-IR data available (PI

Irwin)

       Near-IR (UKIDSS) can be good enough for target selection where there is no optical photometry.

Astrometry good to 100 mas.

       All UKIDSS world public ~ 2014. However it is worth to have a collaboration with small group with access

to UKIDSS understanding the data, the problems that may arise and the data access issues. Also a collaboration

provides a 2 year lead.

       Proposal by Weimin et al to use UKIDSS-LAMOST to perform a survey of nearby AGN survey. Note QSOs

luminosity function is one of original scientific aims of LAMOST. NIR sources are less affected by extinction,

AGN selection is less unbiased, can select QSOs in the redshift range z=2.5-3.5. Obscured AGN, unbiased

luminosity function, galaxy black hole coevolution. Start in UKIDSS+SDSS overlapping fields providing 9 filters

to perform selection with high selection efficiency and much less unbiased AGN samples. Number density 50 to

100 per sq. deg. Several people at IoA interested (McMahon, Hewett, Irwin, Gonzalez). 

     Open clusters observed by UKIDSS form GCS need optical spectroscopy.

     E. Gonzalez to investigate with extragalactic working group coordinator the interest in observing areas

with Optical+UKIDSS+Spitzer data available.

        

 * Data processing

        1.5 h is split in 0.5h and extract spectra from each image and then coadd. 250 fibers per detector. Two

pipelines running. One in the mountain and another one in Beijing.

        Need to select spectrophotometric standards reliably about 10 F-dwarfs per plate. In principle it would

be possible to select them using g-i with enough accuracy. SDSS have a strip running through the middle of M31

making possible to select spectral types. Need to test if from SDSS it is possible to select spectral types.

Together with our data in M31 it would be enough to select targets for SVs. R.A. ~ 1h

        Already expertise in spectra analysis of SDSS data which can be used in LAMOST (see Lu et al. 2006, AJ,

131, 790) Also PCA analysis and probably better ICA to improve sky subtraction. 

        Investigate problems with scattered light from one fiber into the next. Save a small percentage of

fibers to monitor scattered light in each observation. There are already 11 fibers broken that can be used for

this. See IRAF 2D spectra processing (and Tom Marsh paper in to 80's). Additionally 4 guide star cameras can be

used to monitor sky and scattered light inside telescope.

      Investigate Rice tile compression for FITS files in order to perform the data transfer from telescope.

This is built in the cfitsio library.

      See Drew et al 2008 and Sale et al 2008 for reddening and extinction in the Galactic plane.

 * VO and data access

         Investigate how to provide access to UKIDSS catalogues -- either db dump, ASCII or FITS files.

Probably FITS easiest and for Science Verification only data in specific areas needed. These can be single band

or band merged.

         Database of 1d spectra and spectra parameters (MySQL). Mirror of SDSS DR6 already available. Check

data policy for releasing data, also for releasing UKIDSS data with the rest of the spectra.

         Also come up with a paper publication policy.

         Data access will provide multiple interfaces, SQL, ADQL, for different users. Data access controlled

by communities. 

         Issues with cross match between spectra obtained in different epochs and also objects with large



proper motions. Provide all possible matches and let the astronomer decide.


